
                    4.5 Reading Homework            Week 20 

  

  
 

____     Monday Homework 

Say the words and discuss definitions. 
pale a very light color 

drops small amounts of liquid that fall in a 
round shape  

excite to cause feelings of enthusiasm in 

someone : to make someone feel 

energetic and eager to do something 

outdoors outside; not inside a building 

alliteration the use of words that begin with the 
same sound 

repetition repeating words or phrases in a 

poem 

free verse poetry that does not rhyme and does 

not have a regular rhythm 

simile a figure of speech comparing two 
unlike things that is often introduced 
by like or as 

____     Tuesday Homework 

Match the word to the correct definition. 

_____broad a. spinning around 

_____ dunes b. large from side to 
    side 

_____ plump c. hills made by the  
     wind 

_____ swaying d. moving back and 
      forth 

_____ twirling e. full and round  

____     Wednesday Homework 
Write the correct word on the line. 

 

I like to read poems with    _____________ because 

I like to say the same beginning sound in words. 

Sam was as slow as a snail is a ________________. 

We learn our math facts with _________________. 

When it rains, we can’t go ____________________. 

The sick child was very _______ ______________. 

That poem does not rhyme because it is a 

_________________ poem. 

I felt ________________ of water fall from the sky. 

The recess bell ___________________ the children. 

  

____     Thursday Homework 
Write a sentence for each word. Sentences 

must have 8 words and correct punctuation 

and capitalization. 

excite  

___________________________

___________________________ 

outdoors 

___________________________

___________________________ 

pale 

___________________________

___________________________ 

pale  drops  outdoors excites 
alliteration repetition free verse simile 
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I learned that the wind is important for more than flying kites or   13 

making our wind chime make music. Without the wind, our world wouldn’t  25  

have any people, food, or animals. Wind moves the heat from the sun   38  

all around the planet. Without the wind, about half of the earth would be   52  

too hot for any living thing.  Most of the rest of the earth would be too   68  

cold. In fact, most of our country would be under ice.      79  

 Wind is useful to all living things. It brings moisture up from the   92  

oceans into the air. Then the wind blows the moisture around.  The     104 

moisture falls as rain, dew, or snow and ice.       113  

 Many plants and trees depend on the wind. The wind helps them   125 

spread their seeds to new places. Wind also blows pollen around so   137  

trees, grass, and grains can ripen. Without the wind, farmers couldn’t   148  

grow corn or wheat. Bees help the wind spread pollen. Their job is to   162  

fly from blossom to blossom with pollen on their feet and wings.    174 

 You can see for yourself how the wind spreads seeds. The next   186 

time you see a yellow dandelion that has turned into a white puffball,   199 

blow it. Or, if you find a maple tree seed with wings that looks like a   215  

helicopter, throw it. You’ll see all of the seeds go flying and you will be   230  

  helping the wind do its job.         236 

 

 

 

 

Monday:  ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
  Parent’s Initials 

Tuesday:  ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
   Parent’s Initials 

Wednesday: ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
       Parent’s Initials 

Thursday:  ______Total Correct Words Read: ___ & # of Errors: ___ 
     Parent’s Initials 

 

 

 

Directions:   

Time your child for one minute.   Mark any words they miss with a slash (/).  Mark 

the last word they read with a bracket (]).  Write the total correct words read and 

the numbers of errors. 


